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Probing the next scale
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High-transverse 
momentum 
processes

Flavor observables



Status 
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Dedicated experiments, theory and computational advances 
over the past 10+ years achieved a formidable success.

The SM explains satisfactorily data in leading B transitions. 
10-15% corrections from non-SM not excluded.

Some of the most promising probes not yet explored. And 
many of them accessible only in hadron collisions (Bs physics, 
high-stat FCNC decays, high precision charm physics...)

This is the basic motivation for the CDF and D0 heavy flavor 
programs.



Tevatron Heavy Flavor 
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 2 experiments 

1013  pp collisions at 2 TeV 
in 10 years 

0.1-1% of them yield B/D  

0.1-10% of these on tape

Shut down for good on Sep 
30 (12 fb-1 for physics)

_

High-rate of all species of heavy flavors. Higher than B 
factories (...lower than LHCb).                                  
Symmetric detectors and CP-invariant initial state ensure 
equal number of particles and antiparticles in acceptance

2.5 fb-1/year
6-8 inter./xing



How do we do it
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1 KHz of reconstructable b-pairs (pT 5-10 GeV) 

Trigger: single lepton and dilepton or tracks 
displaced from pp vertex. 

Degraded efficiency at high lumi.                      
Significant bias on kinematics and decay-time. 

Tracking: σ(pT)/pT2  = 0.1%. Vertex known 
within 20 μm. Good muons. Some PID (1.5σ)

Usually all-charged final states. Absolute efficiencies are hard - 
normalize with reference decays. Simulation used only for decay 
kinematics. 

Analysis challenges: determining quark-flavor at production (D*-
tag /sophisticated algorithms), sample composition of overlapping 
signals (joint fits of kinematics+PID)...  

A. Duperrin, Mon 11:00 for detectors

_



The Bs mixing phase
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BSM physics in mixing
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BSM physics can alter mixing 
phenomenology from SM expectations. 

2006: magnitude of mixing consistent 
with SM (within lattice uncertainties)

Mixing phase unconstrained - large NP 
effects still possible.

New physics accessible through 
interference between Bs→J/ψφ decay 
w/ and w/o flavor oscillations.

?   

?   

?   ?   

First measurements (2008) showed 
intriguing 2.2σ discrepancy



Bs→J/ψφ signals
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6500 events in 5.2 fb-1

Identify production flavor using 
whole event information

5000 events in 8 fb-1

Production flavor using only 
“other B” in the event

Preliminary

Both include non-φ KK component in the angular analysis

new for EPS



Mixing phase bounds
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0.8σ

-0.5*mixing phase
CDF Note 10206

1.0σ

new for EPS

CDF confidence region shrunk. D0 region didn’t. Both more 
consistent with SM. Both fluctuate on the same direction.  

Tevatron combination in plan. CDF will double statistics.

S. Burdin, Thu 15:15

mixing phase



Another way to look at it
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Semileptonic asymmetry
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In flavor-symmetric pp->bb, like-sign leptons arise 
from HF decays only if flavor oscillations occur.

SM predicts small asymmetry between numbers of ++ 
and -- muons from B. Enhancement implies NP in 
mixing.

Derive from dimuon and inclusive muon asymmetries. 
In 2010 observe 3.2σ.Lots of subtleties. Key points

 Asymmetric background of kaons faking muons

 Asymmetry in acceptance/eff between + and - muons

_ _

G. Borissov, Thu 15:30 

Kevin Pitts                 B physics and discrete symmetries at the Tevatron slide 15
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Improved analysis
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Aslb = (-0.79 ± 0.17 ± 0.09)%   
Assuming “muons” are muons 
and come from B decays

                                                      
Flight tells B0 from Bs  apart 

3.9σ discrepancy

Extremely interesting.  Same direction as J/ψφ.                    
Independent cross-check measurement is crucial. 

new for EPS

arXiv:1106.6308 

+50% statistics. Acceptance increased. Fakes reduced with 
tighter muon matching. 



Diversifying the portfolio
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ASL from sample composition fit of  
2-dim impact parameter of 
dimuons. 1st step, time 
integrated mixing, consistent 
with LEP:  χ= 0.126 ± 0.008 (1.4 
fb-1)

Use CP-pure Bs→J/ψf0.  No angular 
analysis. Lifetime:τ = 1.70+0.12-0.11 ± 
0.03 ps (3.8 fb-1)

Pioneering penguin-side of Bs 
mixing with CPV in Bs→φφ                                      
Av = (-12 ± 6.4 ± 1.6)%                   
Au = (-0.7 ± 6.4 ± 1.8)% (2.9 fb-1)

arXiv:1107.3753

arXiv:1107.4999

CDF Note 10335



Flavor Changing Neutral 
Current Decays
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Multiple channels

Rich dynamics, multiple measurements

Total Br -- early access

Br vs squared dimuon mass

Full angular analysis

b→sμμ dynamics
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sb+ +
?

H. Miyake - Fri, 12:30 

Improved  7 fb-1 

analysis 
reconstruct 

250 B+, 190 B0 
and 50 Bs  

decays

B0→K*0μμ, B0→KSμμ,  B+→K+μμ, B+→K*+μμ, Bs→φμμ, Λb→Λμμ 



Latest arrival
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5.8σ

new for EPS
Observation of yet another    
b->sμμ process.

Br = (1.73 ± 0.42 ± 0.55)*10-6

Sensitivity complementary to 
B processes. 

The first Λb  FCNC decay 
observed 

arXiv:1107.3753



Angular fit results 
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new for EPS

H. Miyake - Fri 12:30

Compatible 
with SM 

Sensitive to RH-
currents. 1st 

measurement



B→μ+μ-
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SM rate is well understood 

SM rate is small, 3.2×10-9 

Broad class of NP models 
(w/ new scalar operators)
enhance it by 10x-1000x

Signature clean.  

Pre-EPS experimental 
limits at Br < 4-5*10-8 

(90% CL)

Challenge: reject 106 larger bckg. Keep signal efficiency high

T. Kuhr, Fri 11:15



The analysis
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Trigger on two muons with pT > 1.5 - 2 GeV/c

NN classifier separates  S from B

vertex 
quality

Bckg predicted using mass sidebands (comb.) and fake rates 
for B→hh. Checked on many control samples

Look at search region in bins of mass and NN.                                    
Rate determined using B+→J/ψK+ as reference

lifetime Isolation Pointing



What has changed
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Doubled sample size: 3.7→7 fb-1

+20% acceptance (partially offset 
by reduced trigger bandwidth)

Added previously unused muons

Added tracks that cross drift 
chamber wire-separator

Improved NN (more information, 
different software package)

B→μμX region excluded from 
sidebands (m > 5 GeV).



B0 results
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Bckg only fluctuate there or further 23% of times 

Br <  6×10-9 at the 95% CL (expected < 4.6×10-9)

new for EPS

 arXiv:1107:2304

data

expected 
bckg

bckg 
systematic

2 central 
muons

1 central 
1 forward



Indication of Bs→μ+μ- 
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2.8σ assuming bck-only hypothesis                                                                                 
0.46×10-8 < Br <  3.9×10-8 at 90% CL (Br = 1.8 +1.1 -0.9 ×10-8 ) 

new for EPS

arXiv:1107:2304

Lower 90% CL bound slightly higher, but compatible with SM 
(p-value 1.9%). Also compatible with latest LHC upper bounds.

Most sensitive 
bin:  
0.9±0.5 exp.               
4 observed



Searches for old physics
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Evidence of suppressed B→DK
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Sensitive to CKM phase γ. 
Agrees and competes 
with B-factories

new for EPS

M.J. Morello, Thu 12:00

B- B+

Asymmetry: (-82 ± 44 ± 9)%

Suppressed/favored rate  
(2.20 ± 0.86 ± 0.26)%



3.7σ evidence for Bs→ππ.

Yet another charmless Bs
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new for EPS

M.J. Morello, Thu 12:00                                
CDF Note 10498
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Trigger on displaced tracks provide huge charm samples.   
Not in CDF plans.  

Charm Decay Factory
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new for EPS

CDF Note 10296

1.2M ππ   

30M Kπ   

3M KK   

Unprecedented sensitivity 
to NP in up-quark sector.

ACP(D⁰→K+K-) = (-0.24 ± 
0.22 ± 0.10)%

ACP(D⁰→π+π-) = (+0.22 ± 
0.24 ± 0.11)%

CPV in D⁰ mixing < 0.13% 
at the 90% CL 

Will last for long time.



   2007

Strangely Beautiful Baryons
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   2007

             2007

      2008
      2009

??

    



Ξ0b observation
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M(Ξ0b) = 5787.8 ± 5.0 ± 1.3 MeV                                                              
M(Ξ0b) - M(Ξ-b) = 3.1 ± 5.6 ± 1.3 MeV

P. Bussey, Fri 15:45, 
arXiv:1107.4015

new for EPS

25+6-5 evts
6.8σ  in Ξc signal range

 in Ξc sidebands     



Summary
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Lean but mean
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A program at its peak: samples of unprecedented size,tuned 
experiments, established analyses, enthusiast and focused people 

10 results new for EPS

Seriously challenging the SM

4σ effect in semi-leptonic decay asymmetry

World’s best determination of Bs mixing phase

Indication of Bs→μμ 

Keep advancing knowledge of CKM physics and QCD

Observation of the Ξ0b baryon

Among world’s best BDK and charmless results

  



Quite a legacy
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The road ahead

6

Detectors

Collaborations

Funding

Physics

Tevatron
B->μμ

Bs mixing frequency 

Bs mixing phase

Charmless Bs

Precision charm

115 papers (..most cited ones..), 90 PhD theses. And counting...   

10 resonances 
discovered

World’s best 
masses

World’s best 
lifetimes

Unique Bc 
studies

...



One slide show 
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little Tevatron, if any Tevatron only (almost)

Magnitude of NP in mixingMagnitude of NP in mixing
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We have come a long way...
B+ ->J/ψK+  (1990)Demonstrated that cutting-edge HF 

physics is possible in addition to 
high-pT program.                                      
Two major transitions:

silicon vertex detector (1991)

silicon in the trigger (2001) 

Tevatron legacy for HF includes  
ideas, techniques, ecc that we 
pioneered and have now become 
standard: flavor-tagging, 
importance of trigger, importance of 
doing data-driven 

B0 oscillations  (1997)



The end
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Flavor
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Physics of matter at its most fundamental level. Deals 
with masses/mixings of fermions. Origin of mass? Why 
are masses so different across families? Why are 
couplings different?...

λ=0.22

λ3eiφ

-λ3e-iφ

Flavor is also where CPV manifests itself. SM has sufficient 
complexity to accommodate it but says nothing about its 
origin.



Silicon Vertex Trigger
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Dedicated hardware

Combines information from 
drift chamber and silicon

Finds all central tracks with 
pt>2 GeV/c and determines 
their impact parameters

In less than 20μm 

Crucial role in this analysis. 

Boosts yield by factor 30K

Real-time plot!



J/ψφ at a glance
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Trigger on two muons consistent with J/ψ decay

Unbiased optimization of signal selection

Joint fit to mass, angles, decay time,  production flavor 
Mass separates 

signal from 
background

Angles: CP-
even from 

from CP-odd

Decay-time to know 
time evolution

Flavor: Bs 
from  Bsbar



The (mild) excitement
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mixing phase

2.2σ

CDF Note 9787/ D0 Note 5928  



ASL in one slide
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two samples: 2 billion single μ and 6 million di-μ in 
9 fb-1. pT > 1.5-4.2 GeV/c

Measure +/- asymmetry in both samples

Asymmetry washed by 
muons from non-oscillating 

sources (from MC) 

Kaon contribution measured in data, pions 
extrapolated from MC.

Combine asymmetries from single-μ and di-μ 
samples to subtract common backgrounds

Asymmetry biased by 
background asymmetries 
from instrumental effects

G. Borissov, Thu 15:30 



The analysis
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Trigger on two muons with pT > 1.5 - 2 GeV/c

NN separates  S from B

Use resonant B→J/ψh modes as normalization

Extract absolute/differential decay rates and angular 
asymmetries                              

pT, life, pointing, μ-ID

Veto resonant charmonium modes and charm bckg

Reduce cross-feeds

Lμμ <-> Ksμμ

new for EPS



B->K(*)μμ signals
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World’s most 
precise 
absolute and 
differential BR 
measurements

new for EPS

arXiv:1107.3753



Bs->mumu 
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_
B+! J/"K+ decays from data 

approx. 20K 

PDG 

Signal decays at 95%CL 
to be measured  

Trigger acceptance ratio from MC   
approx. 0.2-0.3  

Rec. efficiency ratio from 
MC/DATA approx 0.8 

Efficiency of NN requirement from MC, 
approx 80-20% (cut-dependent)  



The 3rd bin
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new for EPS
Unlikely to be peaking bckg. Only 
one is B→hh. Is 10× larger in B0 
window where nothing is seen.

Unlikely to be syst. problem with 
combinatorial. Same procedure in 
B0  where nothing is seen.

Unlikely to be NN-shape issue. 
Cross-check with B+ looks good 
within <5%. And several cross-
checks show no mass bias vs NN

We conclude this is a 
fluctuation (2.6σ).  Not 

unlikely in one out of 80 bins. 
Using last 2 bins only: 

Br = 1.4+1.0-0.8 ×10-8             (0.33×10-8 < Br <  3.3×10-8 at the 90% CL) 

p-value(bckg-only) = 0.66% No significant impact on result



Cartoon
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Bs(B
0) Signal vs. Background

From B. Casey, ICHEP2010From B. Casey, ICHEP2010
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NN distribution
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Neural Network Output

CC

CF

Separation between NN output for
background and for signal MC

- input variables and NN signal
performance has been checked in
B+→ J/!K+ → µ+µ-K  data

- events with NN output >0.7 are
considered candidates

- we take advantage of improved
background suppression with high
NN output by dividing into 8 sub-
samples, using an a-priori
optimization

21

Short recap: Neural Net selection

We are using a

2-dimensional selection:

• a Neural Net is used to
select B→ µ+µ!-like
candidates, independent
of mass (8 bins)

• Bs and B0 mass
windows are blinded (5
bins)

• CC and CF mode
treated separately



Combinatorial 
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25

All uncertainties are included

Expected number of combinatoric

background events in the signal region

B0 signal window:

Bs signal window:



Peaking charmless B
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29

Expected number of B → hh

background events in the signal region

10x smaller than 

combinatoric bkg

Comparable to 

combinatoric bkg

Bd signal window:

Bs signal window:



Bckg estimate checks
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Full table of bkgd checks in control samples

Good agreement in most

sensitive NN bins

! now have sufficient

confidence in

background estimation

*if zero events are observed, “Prob(N>=Nobs)” is the Poisson probability for observing exactly 0

*CC only, see 

backup for CF

FM+ is rich in B->hh background.

Good agreement in highest NN bin

shows that we can accurately

predict this background



Ingredients
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39
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Relative normalization to B+→ J/!K+

•  We use B+→ J/!K+ decays as a normalization mode

• decays very similar, many systematic uncertainties cancel

•  Expression for B+ signal efficiency same as for Bs, except
• "reco  includes additional K reconstruction efficiency, excludes "##

Single Event Sensitivity, for the sum of all NN bins, CC+CF, corresponds to an
expected number of SM Bs→ µ

+µ$ events of N(Bs→ µ
+µ$) = 1.9 in 7pb-1

Relative uncertainties (stat.+syst.) in parenthesis

40

Expected numbers of background and

“SM signal” events (Bs)

CC only

CF only

NN signal efficiency



Mass CC
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44

CC only



Mass CF
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CF only



Expected vs Observed Bs
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54

Bs signal window, comparison of observation and

background prediction

Shown is the total expected background and total uncertainty,

as well as number of observed events

Observe an excess, concentrated in the 3 highest NN bins

of the CC sample, over background expectation



All about tracking
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4.2 fb-1 of displaced-track trigger

5 tracks,  4 vertices. 

Use similar decay of known Ξ-b as 
a reference. Use Λb→Λcπ to 
optimize charm-baryon lifetime 
cut.

Track hyperon in silicon

P. Bussey, Fri 15:45, arXiv:1107.4015
Ξ-  w/o silicon with silicon


